boundary. csA.
In a model solid whose atoms interact only with their nearest neighbors the antiphase boundary energy can be computed from the change in the numbers and types of nearest neighbors that is caused by'the antiphase shift. Such calculations were done by Flinn [1960) , for antiphase boundaries with 1/2<110> displacement vectors in the L12 structure.
However. the nearest-neighbor bonding model is always an oversimplification. and specifically cannot apply to the L12 structure since interactions with more distant neighbors are required to stabilize the structure in its long-range ordered state [Danielian. 1961 [Danielian. . 1969 ]. More generally. in any ordered intermetallic structur.e there is a resonance between the conduction electrons at the Fermi surface and the ordering concentration waves that automatically introduces a long-range effective interaction [Krivollaz. 1983] . Recent developments in the electron theory of metals make it possible to determine the long-range interacUon in ordered systems [for example. Stocks. fit al.. 19861. Several researchers have incorporated some of this behavior iAto treatments of antiphase boundaries. Krasko [1969] expressed the antiphase boundary enerlY of the L12 structure in terms of the equilibrium short-ranle order parameters of the relevant disordered alloy; Foiles [19861 used the "embedded atom" lIethod to calculate the equilibrium configuration and enerlY of the (111) and (100) antiphase boundarios in y' Ni 3 Al. whioh has the L12 structure; Sanchez. et a!. [1986] used a short ran,e iAteraction alon, with a cluster variation technique to study the saae boundaries. The latter methods are. however, specific to a given boundary and set of experillental conditions. It remains desirable to find a leneral analytio technique for estimating the tension of an antiphase boundary with arbitrary orientation in an arbitrary ordered struoture while acoounting for long-~anle interactions.
If we confine our attention to sharp boundaries in systems whose atoas interact in pairs, we might attempt the problell by generalizing the method of Flinn [19601 to include interactions with more distant neighbors. This approach is made difficult by the problem of countin, the nuaber of pairs that are changed by an antiphase displacement. In fact. if the method is extended beyond the immediate neighbors the counting problem alone would seem to require a specific computer solution for each individual case. We have. therefore. taken an alternate approach which is both completely general and relatively straightforward.
Since the energy associated with the introduction of an antiphase domain can be wholly attributed to its boundaries. a theory that calculates the energy of an arbitrary distribution of antiphase domains can be used to compute the tension of an antiphase boundary in'any orientation. We need only let the antiphase domain be a plate that is extended along the habit plane of interest; the total energy of the domain is twice the boundary energy. When the atoms interact in pairs such a theory catt be constructed without imposing any restriction on the range of interatomic interaction by applying the method of concentration waves [Khachaturyan. 1962 [Khachaturyan. . 1973 [Khachaturyan. . 1978 .
The theory is developed in four parts. In the first we describe the atomic distribution in an ordered binary crystal that contains an arbitrary distribution of antiphase domains. In the second we calculate the free energy increment due to the antiphase domains. In the third we specialize the result to the case of an extended antiphase domain alonl a particular crystallolraphic plane. and obtain a general analytic solution for the tension of an antiphase boundary. In the fourth we apply this solution to three cases of particular interest: (lll) and (lOO) boundaries in t~e Ll2 (Cu3Au) structure, which are the important antiphase boundaries in the " Ni3Al and 6' Al3Li phases. amonl others. and (lOO) boundaries in the LlO (CuAuI) structure.
The specific development that is given here assumes a sharp antiphase boundary in an ordered binary solution of atoms distributed over the sites ofa rilid lattice. It hence neglects any elastic distortion or atomic redistribution that may occur near the boundary. Since any equilibrium relaxation decreases the interfacial tension. the computed value is an upper bound. However. the result should be accurate for antiphase boundaries that form at low temperature. and is specifically applicable to the important case of an antiphase boundary created by the passale of a partial dislocation during plastic deformation at .oderate temperature.
II. TO SOLUTB DISTUBUTION IN AN OIlDBUD BINAIlY SOLUTION WITH ANTI-PIWIB DOIIAINS
The solute distribution in a binary crystal is specified by a function, x(r), defined at the lattice sites. r. of the fully disordered parent structure, that gives the probability that an atom of a particu-lar type (the "solute") will be found at the site. r. If the solution has a high degree of long-range order and a nearly stoichiometric composition the variable. x(r). has a value very close to either 0 or 1 at every lattice site.
Let the ordered crystal contain an arbitrary distribution of antiphase domains. and let b. be the vector that gives the antiphase shift in the ath domain. The antiphase vector. b. 1 is always a translation vector of the disordered parent lattice but. by definition. is not a translation vector of the ordered superlattice. It follows that the number of possible values of b. is equal to the number of lattice sites within the smallest unit cell of the superlattice.
If xO(r) is the solute distribution within a reference domain of the ordered crystal the distribution within the ath domain can be written
Moreover. the shape of the ath domain can be specified by the function. 8 a (r). which has the value (r in the ath domain) (2) .. 0 (otherwise)
With this notation the solute distribution is
The solute distribution can always be written as a sum of concentration w.ve. [Ihachaturyan. 1963 [Ihachaturyan. . 1973 where Ne is th. total number of crystal lattice sites. x(k) is the amplitude of the concentration wave with wave vector k. kr is the scalar product between the vectors k and r. and the sua is taken over the N° wave vectors. k. in the first Brillouin zone of the disordered parent structure. whose values are determined by cyclic boundary conditions on the whole crystal. The amplitudes of the solute concentration waves. x(k). are the Fourier transforms We wish to describe the solute distribution in an ordered crystal that contains an arbitrary distribution of antiphase domains. Using equation (3) . the concentration wave amplitudes are (6) where (7) (8) Th. solute distribution in a homoaeneously ordered crystal can always be written [Khachaturyan. 1962 [Khachaturyan. . 1978 where i is the averaae conce .. tration of the solute and the k j are the wav. vectors of the oonoentration wave. that aenerate the superstructure. The solute distributio .. within the Gth antiphase domain is. then. The amplitude of the kth oonce .. tration .. ave a .. ociated .. ith this distribution is (il) where 6(k) is equal to unity when k-O and is zero otherwise. The amplitude of the kth conoentration .. ave in a orystal that contains an arbitrary distributio .. of antiphase domains is found by substituting equatio .. (11) into equation (6):
In this equation. (13) where we have used the identity. If the .tate. of a hinary .olution are distributions of atoms over a fixed lattice then the equilibrium of the solution is controlled by its Helmholtz free enerlY. F. When. moreover. the solution is nearly stoichiometric and the lonl-ranle order para.eter is hilh. F can be evaluated, in the mean field approximation. We need only consider that part of the Helmholtz free eneray. F C • that depend. on the solute confiluration. A •• umina that the atom. interact in pairs. the configurational part of the free enerlY is liven in terms of the concentration field by [lhachaturyan. 1978] ( 16) where W(r-r') is the interchange interaction energy between solute atoms on sites at rand r'. T is the absolute temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant.
If we neglect relaxations near the antiphase boundaries the configurational entropy of the solution is negligibly changed by the introduction of antiphase boundaries. It follows that the relevant part of the free energy is the configurational energy (17) where the second form is obtained by taking the Fourier transform and the interaction potential. V(k), is
The configurational energy of an ordered phase that contains an arbitrary distribution of antiphase domains is obtained by substituting the composition amplitudes. equation (12) . into (18) . The result is
The first term on the rilht in equation (19) is the energy of a homogeneously ordered phase. The second two terms live the increment to the confilurational eneray due to the antiphase domains.
It follows with the help' of equations (13) and (15) that
(20)
Equation ( vectors k J and kJ-k.,(j :I. m) are of the order 2n./a s ' where as is the lattice parameter of the superlattice. Hence when the antiphase domain is large compared to the crystal lattice parameter. which is the case that interests us, the Fourier transforms 9 a (k J ) can be neglected. and the transforms 9 a (k.-k J ) and 9 a (k-k j )9!(k-k.) can also be neglected unless j=m. It follows that we may set j=m in equation (20), which simplifies to
where we have used the vector c.
The seconel term in equation (21) can be cast into the same for·. as. the first if .e use the identity (23) where ~ is the number of lattice sites in the ath domain. nen
and equation (21) can be rewritten
where (26) Equation (25) Since the antiphase domains have identical structures the excess enerlY of a collection of antiphase domains can be wholly attributed to the domain boundaries. If the boundaries are sharp. that is. if relaxations in the vicinity of the boundary can be nellected. the excess energy is simply the integral of the interfacial tension over the antiphase boundary area: (27) where cr-\(a) is the tension of an element of antiphase boundary (dS) with the normal vector. a. and the intesral is taken over the whole area of ant ipha .. boundary. (28) where S is the surface area of the plane face of the plate. If. moreover. D is larser than the effective range of interatomic interaction. rO. then cr'(hkU is equal to the tension of an isolated boundary. The proble. of computin, the antiphase boundary energy is hence reduced to the problem of deterainin, the excess enerlY due to an antiphase plate that has a thickness ,reater than the range of interatomic interaction (rO/D < 1) but an extension large enoulh that its aspect ratio is small
If there is only a single antiphase domain the indices a. and ~ and the sum.ation can be eliminated from equation (26) . which reduces to 30) where N S is the number of crystal lattice sites in the (hkl) plane that bounds the domain. (31) and the relation Ie ikjb -11 2 ::II 4. in(k j b/2) has been used. It fo 110ws that the tension of an antiphase boundary parallel to the (hkl) plane is aA(hkl) os (NS/S)1;jlTjI2'l1(kj)sin2(kjb/2)]
where s is the area per atoa in the (htl) plane. 
An arbitrary wave vector. E. in the first Brillouin zone of the disordered crystal can be written in terms of these:
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Using the orthogonality relations (36) the scalar product between " and r is (37) The transformed shape function is then
The second form of equation (38) shows that the shape function canbe expressed as the product of two sums. The first defines the two-dimenaional function. es(~), by a sum.ation over the sites on the (11kl) plane within the do.ain. The second sua defines the one-dimensional function. &3(~)' and involves a summation over the (hkl) planes that lie within the do.ain. The function &3(~) is evaluated in the last form of equation (38) . N z is the number of (11kl) planes in the domain.
Given equation (38) . the square of the shape function is (39) Substitutina this result into equation (31) It follows that (41) where N° .. N1Na, N1 is the total number of (hltl) planes in the crystal and Na is the number of the crystal lattice sites in an (hkl) plane that extends through the crystal, and
Since the functionles(~) 12 obeys the identity Since N1 is arbitrarily large the sum over ~ can be replaced by the integral (46) so that (47) Once ~(kj) is evaluated from equation (47), the tension of the (hltl) antiphase boundary can be found by substituting the result into e qua t ion (32) .
To illustrate the calculation of the antiphase boundary tension we apply the general formalism to three cases of interest: the {lll} and {lOO} boundaries. in the Ll2 (Cu3Au) structure. and the {lOO} boundary in the LlO (CuAuI) structure. In keeping with the way in which the problem is usually phrased we shall present the results as a series in the real-space interaction potentials. Wi' that give the interaction between a solute atom and neighboring solutes that are in the ith nearest shell. We shall also calculate one numerical example. the interfacial tension of the (lll} antiphase boundary in 6' A1 3 Li.
The Fourier transform. V(k). of the interaction potential. W(r). within a crystal can be expressed as a series in the interactions. Wi' with successively more distant neighbors. Writing the wave vector k in the form (48) where the ~i are the coordinates along three unit vectors. e1' parallel to the azes of the unit cell. the potential is where Vi is the contribution from interaction with neighbors in the shell. The first eight terms in the serios for the FCC structure I [Xhachaturyan. 1963. 19781 (49) ith are The most convenient set of reciprocal lattice vectors for the FCC lattice is the set a' that point along the three cube axes and have 'magnitude (l/a). In terms of these vectors the reciprocal vector. A.1.
to the (hkl) plane is (58) A.. n. (lII) AatipJaaae Bo1UUlary ia tu 1.12 S.perlaUiee The L12 structure is an ordering on the FCC lattice in which solute atoms occupy the corner positions in the FCC unit cell. It has the stoichiometric composition A3B. and is asaumed by a number of important intermetallie compounds. including y' Ni3AI and 6' AI 3 Li. The solute distribution in the L12 structure is [Khachaturyan. 1978] (59) which ha. the for. of equation (9) (50)- (57), the series for the potential ~V(kl,e) is, to the eighth neighbor interaction. (64) is substituted into equation (47) The intelral does not vanish for these terms. and aA becomes dependent on the domain thickness. This result reflects the physical limitation that aA has its asymptotic value only when rO < D so that the boundaries of the domain do not interfere.
To complete the solution to equation (41) for the antiphase boundary energy we also need the area, s. per lattice site in the (111) Page 15 ," plane. (67) and the antiphase vector. b. There are. in fact. two possible values for b: (a/2) (110) and (a/2) (11~]. However. both lead to the same value of the antiphase boundary tension. since the sum (68) is the same in both cases.
The ant iphase boundary energy for the (111) boundary in the L12 structure is evaluated by substituting equations (60). (61)' (65). and (66)- (68) 
into equation (32). The result is
When the L12 phase is perfectly ordered. i=1/4 and ~=1 and the antiphase boundary tension is To test the validity of equation (70) we show that it reduces to the simple result obtained by Flinn (1960) when only nearest neighbor interactions are included. and then use it to compute the energy of a (111) antiphase boundary in AI 3 Li. In the nearest neighbor model equation (80) becomes (71) which reproduces the result obtained by Flinn [1960] . who simply counted the number of wrong B-B bonds across a (111) boundary shift~d by (a/2)[lIO). (To make the association. however. one must recognize that the the interaction energy used by Flinn [1960] is defined so that its value is W l /2).
To estimate the energy of a (111) antiphase boundary in Al3Li (6') we use values for the interaction potentials V(O) and V(k 1 ) that provide a fit to the metastable two-phase region between the ordered 6' phase and the disordered AI-Li solution [Khachaturyan. Lindsey and Morris. 1986 
which is in reasonable agreement with the value obtained by Glazer and Morrh [1986] from an analysis of avaUable data on dislocation interactions.
The reciprocal vector. AI. for a (100) plane in the FCC lattice is 2nAI -(2n/a) (100) (77) The orderin, vector kl is perpendicular to the (100) plane. and hence perpendicular to the antiphase vector. b. which lies in the plane. It follows fro. equation (32) that ~(kl) does not influence aA(lOO). Moreover. ~k2) .. ~(k3) by sy •• etry. We therefore need only evaluate ~(k3)' Given the vector
the potential difference is Substitutina equation (79) into equation (47) and integrating term-byterm give. the result (80) Given the antiphase vector across a (100) boundary in L1 2 , b = (1/2) [011] , and the area per lattice site, s = a 2 /2. the tension of the (100) antiphase boundary in the LIZ structure is In the completely ordered state. i=1/4. ~=1. and (82) To compute. the energy of a (100) antiphase boundary in the LlO (CuAuI) ordering on the FCC lattice we first require the solute distribution,for. L10' which is [Khachaturyan. 1978] The solution deriv~d .bove is. to our knowledge. the first an.lytic solution for the antiph.se bound.ry energy th.t includes interactions beyond the second neighbor shell. It is cODvenient in the sense th.t it can incorpor.te the long-range inter.toaic inter.ction in either of two forms. Given the function V(It), which might be determined by diffuse x-r.y sc.ttering or calcul.ted from the electron energy in momentum space. the tensiOD of an arbitrary antiphase boundary can be found from equ.tions (60) and (41). Given the real space interaction. W(r). the tension c.n be calculated from the series expansion in equation (62). In either c.... the solution is relatively straightforward. as illustrated by the examples presented in the previous section.
However, the calculation does assume a sharp interface that is undisturbed by chemical relaxation or elastic distortion, and hence places an upper limit on the antiphase boundary tension. It .eems obvious that chemical relaxations will occur in boundaries that reach equilibrium at moderate to high temperature; recent studies by Foiles [1986] and by Sanchez. et ale [1986] suggest that this is the case in Ni 3 Al. Chemical redistributions near an equilibrium boundary should be less important at low temperature, and, for kinetic reasons, should not contribute significantly to the tension of an antiphase boundary that is formed at moderate temperature by the passage of a partial dislocation. The latter case is of significant practical interest since it governs the strength of intermetallio compounds and the hardening achieved by ordered precipitates at moderate temperature.
The calculation also assumes a pairwise interatomic interaction. or. more speoifioally. a pairwise reconfiguration potential for the solute speoies. The issue of the interatomio potential has recently been investilated by . for various intermetallic compounds. Their results sUllest that a pairwise interaotion is reasonable for some systems. but may lead to silnificant errors in treating the orderinl behavior of others [Stocks. 1986] . Since the ant iphase boundary is a perturbation on a phase that is already ordered. it is not clear how important many-body interactions may be in the present case.
The theory was applied to obtain one numerical result, for a (111) antiphase boundary in 6' A1 3 Li.
The result obtained. -72 erls/ca 2 • should be compared to the value S7±1'erls/cm 2 found by Glazer and Morris [1986] from an analysis of dislocation interactions with 6' precipitates in Al-Li alloys. Given that the calculation ignores interactions beyond the second neilhbors. that the values of the interaction parameters '1 and '2 are only approximately known. and that there are also approximations in the dislocation-interaction approach [Glazer, 1986: Glazer and ] the alreement seems reasonable. This result was, however. misstated in later work [Copley and Kear. 1967 ] from which the more recent presentations are drawn. Part of the confusion probably arose from the fact that the interaction potential used by Marcinkowski [1963] is twice that defined by Flinn [1960] . The consequence was to introduce fairly large errors into the nearest-'neighbor result. For example, the equation written.by Jensrud [1986] is in error by a factor of 4; correcting the error reduces the value reported, 160 ergs/cm2, to 40 ergs/cm2, which is in much more reasonable agreement with the present results. Unfortunately, it is not possible to relate the antiphase boundary enerlY to the orderinl temperature when lonl-range interac.tions are taken into account. The ordering temperature for an L12 phase in the mean field approximation is [Khachaturyan. 1978] which is not a simple multiple of ~(111) as given in equation (83).
Finally, we should mention the implications of the antiphase boundary energy for the stability of the ordered phase. Two relevant aspects of structural stability are governed by the antiphase boundary enerlY. The first is the stability with respect to the spontaneous formation of antiphase boundaries. If ~ is negative for any plane then the ordered phase is unstable with respect to the formation of antiphase boundaries parallel to that plane. There appear to be ordered structures for which this is the case. and their interesting behavior is be ing explored.
The second relevant instability arises when the antiphase boundary tension is more than twice that of an interface between the ordered structure and the disordered parent lattice. In this case the antiphase boundary is unstable with respect to the formation of a film of disordered phase. This situation apparently applies in the case of 6' Al-Li, for which the precipitate-matrix boundary enerlY is of the order 20 ergs/cm 2 [Bauman and Williams, 1985] and also applies to y' Ni 3 Al. at least at elevated temperature. In the latter case disordered films have-been observed along antiphase boundaries [Cahn. 1986] .
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